INTERVIEW QUESTIONS – WSD “WE HIRE TO RETIRE”

- Why did you decide to become a teacher? Who inspired you? Tell us about yourself.
  - What would your cooperating teacher say about you? Students?

- Give an instructional example where engagement of ALL students was evident

- In education, teamwork and collaboration are important. Describe a situation when you have worked as a member of a team? What was improved?

- What’s your classroom management style and procedures to create daily processes to enhance learning? How do you deal with difficult students?

- Reaching all students? How would you modify your instruction once you find your students didn’t “get it” the first time? Give an example. What about students on an IEP and Special Education students. Differentiated learning.

- Formative assessment... evidence of learning example? How do you assess student learning in a variety of ways? – Daily assessment ideas?

- How do you use PLCs or collaboration to ensure learning at high levels for all students?

- Give an example of how you use Technology to “enhance” instruction?

- Tell us about your favorite lesson you gave? Teach it live to us!

- “Why Weber” School District & why should we hire you?

- In your opinion, what is the difference between student-centered instruction and teacher-centered instruction?

- How do you involved parents in the education of their children’s? How do you motivate them or invite them to be part of the solution as a partner in his/her student’s education?
What are you doing for growth in your profession? Give an example of Websites, trainings, professional development, etc.? What would I find on your web browser? Hungry. Learners.

How do you want to be remembered by your students and peers by the end of your career?

How can you contribute to the school/community; what skills or extracurricular interests do you have? Clubs/groups/STEM/Athletics. How can you make a difference outside the classroom.

Hattie talks about the importance of relationships and feedback? How do you build relationships (give an example) and provide timely/frequent feedback?

You were hired for your skill. We want you to add to our great district? What will you add?

What are the one or two traits from your parents that you most want to ensure you and your kids have for the rest of your life?

Tell me about three people whose lives you positively impacted. What would they say if I called them tomorrow?

How have you learned from disappointment/discouragement, setbacks or failure?